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CHAIRMAN’S CHAT 
 
Another year is rapidly drawing to a close. For some it has been the year of their 
first adventure on the Camino. For others, a return to complete yet another 
journey, or perhaps to continue one begun at another time, and then, for yet 
others, it has been a year when they have volunteered to work somewhere on 
the Camino. 
 
Here at home, Australians are generous volunteers, but the Camino has seen 
many volunteering at various tasks too. I hear so often words like – the Camino 
has given me so much, I want to put something back – and people do. They assist 
along the way. Some as hospitaleros, generously giving two weeks of their  
precious holiday time to serve, and others who stay in places like St Jean-Pied-
de-Port and Santiago de Compostela assisting at the Pilgrim Office. Then there 
are some who have assisted special programs such as Pilgrim Chaplaincy or the 
‘Welcome’ volunteers.  
 
I marvel at the generosity of these volunteers. It is costly getting to the Camino 
from Australia, in both time and money. These volunteers pay their own way and 
then work, without remuneration, at the chosen tasks. Prior to departing  
training is often undertaken – volunteers paying their way at things like first aid 
courses, and perhaps undertaking extra language tuition to help them in their 
tasks. If planning to be a hospitalero there is also the two-day training course to 
attend. Julie-Anne, one of our Sydney members, has been conducting hospitale-
ro training throughout the country during the past year, showing yet another 
way to serve, here at home. 
 
This year Pope Francis declared an extraordinary Jubilee Holy Year, The Holy 
Year of Mercy. In November, the number of pilgrims receiving a Compostela 
(275,051) surpassed the number of pilgrims for the whole of the last Holy year of 
2010 (272,412) – and there is still one month left to go for the statistics! In the 
Año Santo of 2010 there were 1,191 Australians who collected a Compostela and 
last year, 2015, that number had increased to 3,385. I have no doubt that when 
the year=long statistics are released shortly for 2016, that number will increase 
yet again. 
 
Perhaps, as you consider your options for the year ahead, you might consider if 
you are able to volunteer a few weeks of your time to put back. I do wonder 
though how one puts back from what one gets as a volunteer! I have no doubt 
the rewards from such tasks as a hospitalero are as beneficial as the rewards for 
walking or riding along the Camino. 
 
Finally, may this festive season be happy and joyous for you and yours. The very 
best of wishes for a safe and prosperous new year, and for the year ahead. 
Whatever your Camino plans are, may they be all you wish, and may that Camino 
feeling continue throughout the year.  
 
Buen Camino, Janet Leitch OAM (SA) 

Cover photo: Smugglers’ route up 
the Pyrenees (see article pp 4-10) 
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NEW CAMINO FILM TO SHOW IN BRISBANE—JANUARY 2017 

We have received a notice from Aaron Leaman, an independent filmmaker. 
 
His film - Looking For Infinity: El Camino - is premiering in Brisbane,  
Australia on SAT 14TH JAN 2017 @ 2:00pm, with a second screening held 
on SUN 15TH JAN 2017 2:00pm at NewFarm Six Cinemas. 
 
For more information, contact 
Aaron Leaman 

aaron_leaman@hotmail.co.uk  

    

    

    

**** **** **** **** EXCITING NEWS EXCITING NEWS EXCITING NEWS EXCITING NEWS ****************    

the first national Camino gathering in Australia! the first national Camino gathering in Australia! the first national Camino gathering in Australia! the first national Camino gathering in Australia!     

4-day festival is to be held in the Blue Mountains  

23-26 February, 2017 

See pages 22-23 for full details!  

A celebra	on of all things Camino 
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O SALTO: A MODERN DAY PILGRIMAGE OF GRATITUDE TO A ‘CARNEIRO’  
(A WALKING BACKWARDS TALE) 
 
Before hearing the familiar “Buen Camino”, I would usually hear “You’re going 
the wrong way!!”…. because I was walking the Camino backwards. ‘O salto’, in 
Portuguese, translates to ‘the jump’ in English. For over 1.7 million Portuguese 
immigrants in the early 60s and 70s, it was known as the ‘rabbits’ passport’ – 
refugees seeking to jump the Portuguese border, like a rabbit, into neighbouring 
Spain to get anywhere east of the French border. 
 
Why did I do this? My pilgrimage from Portugal to France involved walking and 
cycling more than 700 kilometres over 19 days, crossing 3 Camino routes and 
finding other paths of my own. The journey was a tribute to my father who was 
a refugee from Portugal in 1964. In the 60s and 70s Portugal was ruled by a  
dictator named Antonio Salazar, and Spain by a dictator, Francisco Franco. Both 
countries were in economic ruin and the political regimes were turbulent. To 
die of hunger, as my grandfather did, was common. To escape the regime, 1.7m 
Portuguese (over 19% of the population, or 8-9 million in 1964) saved over two 
years’ salaries to pay smugglers to escape. Many of these people made it to 
France and beyond. Many, sadly, did not.  
 

In 1964 alone, 730,000 people jumped. One 31 year old man decided that his 
wife and family of two young boys needed a better life. He saved his Portuguese 
escudos and paid to be smuggled into France. Refugees, like this man, were 
known as ‘carneiros’, which translates to ‘sheep’ in English. The refugees  
followed their smuggler, just as sheep follow a shepherd.  
 
This man and 24 other carneiros gathered in the Chaves area in the north of 

Portugal, from where they began a painful 
journey which lasted over two weeks. 
They began after midnight, traversing a 
river wall across the Rio Tamega into 
Spain, 4 kilometres from the border pa-
trol. They were shot at by the Spanish Civil 
Guard; half were caught. The rest hid until 
daylight when their smugglers re-grouped 
and pushed on. The small group spent two 
weeks on foot and in the back of trucks 
travelling on corrugated roads, bruising 
every part of their tired bodies.  
 
When they reached the lower Pyrenees 
Mountains on the Spanish/French border, 
they literally slid down the mountains into 
the safety of France, avoiding the border 
patrol only a few kilometres away. In 
France they jumped on a train, found work 

The first backwards step 
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 and began their new 
lives. At the time, 
France was calling for 
immigrants to help build 
the nation, so getting 
work and residency was 
not difficult. With resi-
dency granted, refugees 
could call for their loved 
ones and live as legal 
immigrants.  
 
The man in this story was 

both an opportunist, and adventurous. Once settled in France he began to look 
to other countries calling for migrants. Five years later, he moved with his wife, 
two sons and a new daughter born in France, to a land of new opportunity – Aus-
tralia. This man was my father, and where my pilgrimage comes into the story. 
 
52 years after my father’s epic journey, I decided I needed to understand my 
history. I wanted to pay respects to the man who not only gave himself greater 
opportunities, but provided a better life for his family too. I decided I wanted to 
enter Spain exactly where I believed he had, discover my own paths in between, 
and then exit over the Pyrenees where I think he did. 
 
The dream of walking in my father’s footsteps had been conceived long ago when 
I recorded an interview with him before he passed away, but the reality of this 
journey was cemented after an impromptu visit to Santiago de Compostela in 
2010. Whilst visiting Portugal with my mother, she suggested a drive to Spain to 
visit the holy Cathedral. It was here that I first learnt of the Camino and wit-
nessed the arrival of pilgrims. It was here that I decided that following in my 
father’s footsteps could be achieved. My pilgrimage was born.  
 
I spent the next few years researching, and took my first step on the 8 May 2015 
from the very river wall I believe my father crossed that night in 1964. 
 
My trip began on an old smugglers’ route on the border. Contrabandistas, as they 
were called, used this route to smuggle goods - and people - between Portugal 
and Spain. Within hours I met a group of old men who turned out to be retired 
smugglers and police during the 1960’s and 70’s. I couldn’t believe my good for-
tune…they told me amazing stories of the period.  
 
No amount of research can prepare you for the perils of a pilgrimage – such as 
stray dogs desperate to have a bite of your ankles, washed out paths or overflow-
ing rivers. My training did not involve stripping to my underwear and carrying my 
backpack over my head to cross cold deep waters. I was lost within 3km of start-
ing, and lost again that evening in the mountains with darkness fast approaching. 
What was meant to be an easy 14 km first day with an early arrival ended up 
being 29 kms over 7.5 hours arriving at the albergue after 8pm, soaked to the 

I've even surfed the Camino Portuguese at Esposende! 
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bone, tired, hungry and 
near broken. My hips were 
sore and I had blisters the 
size of 50 cent pieces that 
when pierced sprung like 
a fountain - all the while 
nursing a cold I’d carried 
since leaving home six 
days earlier. What got me 
through, and up the next 
morning, was thinking 
about my father and the 
refugees. They did it much 
tougher. I needed to  
soldier on. 

 
The following days proceeded with more heavy rain, wind and more washed out 
paths that forced me to walk on the roads. I had many up and down moments 
(and I’m not just talking about the hills), blisters, aches, pains and more getting 
lost. It’s amazing how uplifting a simple “yes”, when asking for directions, can 
drive you onwards. I welcomed the psychological distractions of wondering if I 
was walking along the same roads the refugees walked. 
 
I very quickly found a daily routine when I finally arrived at my destination for 
the day - stretch, bath, care for my feet, wash clothes, research tomorrow’s 
route and eat before finally doing what I really wanted… rest. 
 
On Day 3 I hit the Sanabrés Camino, the first of 4 Caminos I would walk including 
the Camino del Sureste, Camino Madrid and the Camino Francés. I quickly learnt 
that the paths are not always well marked, and even harder to follow when you 
are doing the pilgrimage backwards! I became excited when I saw my first pere-
grino. He was soon followed by many, all with puzzled looks on their faces as 
they tried to comprehend why I was walking in the wrong direction - or ques-
tioning their own direction. “You’re going the wrong way” they would yell. At 
first I would stop to chat and explain, but I also learnt that every minute chat-
ting was an extra minute I had to walk! I enjoyed some great chats hearing many 
reasons why people embark on pilgrimages. One man’s story in particular 
touched me: he was doing the pilgrimage as thanks to God for being the first in 
his family for many generations to not have lost a child at birth. However, it 
would be days before I would catch up with anyone doing it backwards like I 
was. 
 
On Day 5 the weather finally cleared and my cold started to ease. Would I have 
sunshine for the rest of my trip? Time would tell… The landscape was changing 
from mountainous to lush green fields with more agriculture, flora and fauna. 
The weather and scenery allowed me to sink into deep thought, so deep that I 
actually forgot I was walking or where I was. I’d look down at my GPS to find I’d 
been on another planet for over a kilometre! A great feeling. 

Church of San Martín de Frómista on the €10 note 
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 By Day 11 my heels and calves hurt with every step, so I was glad to finally meet 
up with my bicycle. Due to the limited time I had to complete the whole Camino 
I had to get a bike for 3 days to enable me to get to the end within 19 days. I 
walked 20 kilometres to meet it and then rode another 48 kms… a big day.  
I thought the bike would be easier, but I was wrong. Strong headwinds and steep 
climbs made for a gruesome ride. At times I felt like I was on a stationary bike, 
if I didn’t pedal whilst going downhill (yes, downhill) the bike would stop!  
 
Getting lost was even worse on a bike. Moving faster than walking pace makes it 
harder to notice the smallest of yellow arrows or signs. The paths not being sign-
posted backwards was challenging. You’d think it would be easy to reverse di-
rections of a signpost… let me tell you it is not. I had to resort to tracking skills 
looking for foot or walking stick prints at Y intersections! 
 
Just after hitting the half way mark of my trip I ran into my first pilgrim doing 
the Camino backwards, Bernardo from France. As we were uncommon, we were 
both happy to meet each other. We took selfies and continued on our way.  
 
The last day with the bike was hard. I covered 117 km. 7 hours in the saddle 
over a 10.5 hour day. I moved from having sore heels and blisters to having a 
sore butt, sore wrists and a niggling left knee (anterior knee pain)…  
 
That night I was worried about a storm forecast for the next afternoon. I got up 
early to beat it, and ended up pulling into my albergue at almost 6pm with the 
sun still shining. In hindsight I should have slept and not worried. But it didn’t 
last… The next day, just as I reached the Alto del Perdon, before Pamplona, the 
winds picked up, blowing a gale, and then the storm came!  
 
I had nowhere to shelter so I just put on my poncho (in the nick of time) and 
soldiered on, wind blowing, rain coming down and the paths sogging up… But 
that was comfortable compared to the hail that started pelting on me as I de-
scended!! The hail was small, the size of ball bearings, but was coming down 
relentlessly soaking my sandals and socks as I had no time to switch to my shoes. 
I arrived at the albergue soaking wet.  
 

I had another restless night 
in Pamplona. I had to make 
a decision on which path to 
take to France. The conun-
drum was to either follow 
the path I think the refu-
gees took, versus the path 
that smugglers I had met 
along my journey had told 
me about. I decided to 
sleep on it, in the hope a 
sign would come. 
 

Hail storm at Alto del Perdon 
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I woke at 6:30am with a  
decision made in my subcon-
scious! I would cross where I 
thought the refugees did, AND 
I would then return and also 
do the path suggested by the  
smugglers!  
 
I now neared the ‘beginning’ 
of the French Camino. It was 
ironic seeing fresh and sore 
walkers early in their journey, 
whilst I was nearing my end. 

The Camino leading into Pamplona (out of Pamplona for me) was very busy. In 
some narrow sections of the path I actually had to pull over to let people pass. 
This further cemented my decision, so I came off the Camino Francés. I was 
creating my own pilgrimage. 
 
For the second time I met another person walking in the same direction as I.  
He was an old man who had walked more than 7,000 kilometres….. further than 
walking from Darwin to Nepal!!  
 
On Day 17 I got to see my prize in the distance, the Pyrenees! I unexpectedly 
found myself at a petrol station restaurant in Baztan, smack bang on the border 
of Spain and France! This border would have been heavily patrolled in my  
father’s day, but was now merely marked by a farmer’s boundary fence. 
 
The day started with a lot of anxiety and anticipation as I knew today that I 
would turn a corner and find the Pyrenees mountains. I was teased for over 4 
hours before that corner finally arrived, and then I was blessed with the sheer 
beauty and greatness of these mountains… the prize for which I had walked and 
ridden for 17 days.  
 
Fortunately the conditions made for a good 38kms of walking. Cool temperature, 
scenic hills, birds singing, and the sound of the river running down the mountains 
accompanied me as I climbed the Pyrenees. I made my descent to finally settle 
in a small town called Saint-Etienne-de-Baigorry, France.  
 
I don’t know exactly where my father had descended. I based my destination on 
a single fact, that my father had told me he came down near a train station. I 
guessed that train station to be St Jean-Pied-de-Port - where many pilgrims com-
mence their Camino. The path down was all paved road – not the way I had anti-
cipated doing this part of the journey, as it certainly would not have been the 
way the refugees did it in the 1960s. 
 
Whilst crossing the Pyrenees was exciting, and I felt a sense of accomplishment 
that my journey had concluded and my goals met, something inside didn’t feel 
quite right. The refugees didn’t arrive in France via paved roads like I had.  

Myth - cycling is NOT any easier than walking 
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Washed out paths  

I therefore felt that neither should I. So i decided to make my own way to the 
top of the mountains and back down again. Fate would lend a helping hand. 
 
Just as I was about to turn out of the village and start my climb, I noticed a tou-
rist office and thought I’d make some enquiries about refugee movements in the 
area in the 1960s. Fate met me in that office - they informed me of a contra-
bandist (smugglers) route in the area. Perfect! 
 
So began a very steep journey back up the Pyrenees to the Spanish border, an 
amazing walk rewarded with stunning views of France and Spain from the top. I 
was off roads and on narrow paths that smugglers and refugees used on the final 
day of their journey into France. Now all I needed to do was to descend back 
down into Saint-Etienne-de-Baigorry. But first a phone call to Mum was needed 
to share this epic accomplishment! 
 
I thought the journey down would be simple, but was wrong again. The steep 
descent began to have impact on my knees and hips. For only the second time 
this trip, I had to use the walking stick to alleviate some of the pain and as my 
father did, slide down on my butt! I cleared the narrow paths onto fire trails 
where a friendly local offered me a ride into town. Much as I would have liked 
to take advantage of the lift, I politely declined. I had to do this as my  
father did. 
 
On my last day I did what over many of the 1.7 million refugees from Portugal 
did… I crossed from Spain into France. But I did it legally. I say ‘many’ as some 
were caught, some killed and others crossed at different locations. I made the 
crossing without immigration, without fear, with safety and with technological 
aids. Unlike the refugees decades before. I wondered how they felt having made 
it, and the uncertainty of what lay ahead – shelter, food, residency, employ-
ment and being reunited with their families. 
 
I made it back into Saint-Etienne-de-Baigorry with a HUGE sense of achieve-
ment. As I took my final few steps of the journey, across what had been my  
father’s final frontier five decades earlier, I started to reflect on what I had just 

done. Over 19 days I had 
walked more than half a 
million steps over 

414kms, and ridden over 
305kms. A total of 720kms. 
I walked for more than 100 
hours and cycled over 19 
hours.  
 
I now reflect on my jour-
ney and think about the 
emotional state of the ref-
ugees. How scared they 
must have been to be 

The tower gite Ferme de Laoueillou  

Washed out paths 
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caught after making this painful journey. They 
hadn’t bathed for over 2 weeks, their shoes 
were falling apart and no doubt their bellies 
were rumbling with hunger. I think about the 
sense of relief once safe in France, the despair 
of what lay ahead and the emotional impact of 
not knowing when they would see their loved 
ones again. They had risked and sacrificed two 
years’ salary, many had borrowed the money, in 
the ‘hope’ of making it to France. Those who 
succeeded earned the money again in 6 months, 
others paid with their lives leaving their families 
with the debt.  
 
I met amazing people. From the group of smug-
glers and police, to the farmers tending their 
crops and herding their sheep... I have grown as 
a person from these encounters and stories.  

 
I am certain I have walked fields my father walked in, and certain I have been on 
roads he travelled on. Whilst embarking on this journey I imagined ‘Sliding Door’ 
moments where he and I were walking as one and crossing each other’s path. 
 
Finally, I’d like to leave some hard-learnt tips for future Camino peregrinos: 
 

• Care for your feet. At the end of your day wash your feet in hot salt water. 
Ask your hotel or a local restaurant for salt if you can’t find a store open. It 
helps blisters and relaxes the feet. 

• Always carry more water than you need, you never know what will happen. 

• Don’t completely rely on technology - No matter 
what distance to the next destination the GPS or 
website indicates, you invariablly have to add at 
least 2km … your accommodation may be on the 
opposite side of town, or it will be full and you’ll 
have to walk around. 

• Carry plenty of blister packs, you’ll need them! 

• Wear two pairs of socks to avoid blisters. 

• Pack safety pins to be used as pegs or to pop  
blisters. 

• Pack a good poncho. 
 
Paul Arajo (NSW)  
http://www.travelpod.com/travel-blog-entries/
livingthedream/livingthedream/1463095843/tpod.html  
 

Celebrating the mid point 

Paul, sporting a pained smile! 
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~  The Wisdom of Michael Leunig  ~ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dear God. 
We pray for another way of being: another way of knowing.  

Across the difficult terrain of our existence we have attempted  
to build a highway and in so doing have lost our footpath. God lead 
us to our footpath: lead us there where in simplicity we may move  

at the speed of natural creatures and feel the earth’s love beneath 
our feet. Lead us there where step-by-step we may feel the  

movement of creation in our hearts, and lead us to the slow path:  
to the joyous insights of the pilgrim; another way of knowing  

another way of being. 
Amen  

Gabi and Fiona near the coliseum in Arles  
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NAVARRETE TO LOGRONO...  
ANOTHER WALKING BACKWARDS TALE 
 
In September my friends, Pam and Julie, walked with 
me along the Camino Ignaciano, a journey that repli-
cates the route taken by St Ignatius of Loyola from the 
village of Loyola itself, near San Sebastian, to Manresa, near Barcelona.  In-
stead of yellow arrows this path follows, along with other signs, orange ones.  
The first week is through the Basque mountains, crossing and following at one 
point the Camino Vasco del Interior for a few hundred metres.   
 
This is a very solitary way compared with the Camino Francés.  A day ahead 
was a Canadian couple, whom we never met, and departing on the same day a 
Frenchman, though we didn’t meet him till Day 4.  Following a few days be-
hind was a large group of Aussies and, though we heard of them, we were 
always ahead – probably fortunate as accommodation in places is limited. 
 
Having walked through lovely Basque villages and towns such as Zumárraga, 
Legazpi, and Laguardia to name a few, the path, on Day 8, arrives at Navar-
rete.  We had only seen one other pilgrim in that time so you can imagine how 
we felt as we walked in from Fuenmayor and glancing to our left we could see 
dozens upon dozens of pilgrims traipsing along the road from Logroño.  
 
We headed into town for our second breakfast, as one does on the Camino, 
sitting amongst the crowds and enjoying the multi-language chatter around 
us.  Pam and Julie both had injuries and decided to catch a bus while I contin-
ued alone, against the tide, to Logroño.  This is a path that I have walked 
three times previously, but never in this direction.   
 
Walking in reverse is interesting.  By the time I left Navarrete it was late 
morning and, out of curiosity, I decided to count the number of pilgrims that 
passed me.  Late in September, and late in the morning, the numbers were 
surprisingly high.  I stopped counting while I had a leisurely lunch at the reser-
voir, but till then over 125 pilgrims passed me.  Some were friendlier than 
others and while, as is my wont, I greeted all who approached. a surprising 

number ignored me, not even offering 
so much as a nod of the head.  On  
previous Caminos I have found that 
almost everyone made a point of greet-
ing other pilgrims, but this time the 
experience left me with a feeling of 
aloofness from many, though by no 
means all, that I passed.   
 
I was half expecting to be told by all 
and sundry that I was going the wrong 
way, but only once did someone tell me 
that.  A local man took the trouble to 

A sign after leaving Navarrete (or just 
before for those walking from Logroño) 
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cross the road just as I left the town of Navarrete to warn me I was headed in 
the wrong direction.  
 
Walking ‘in reverse’ one sees the scenery in a different light.  Firstly  
approaching the town of Navarrete from Fuenmayor seemed strange – the land-
marks were in a different place.  Later, walking out of Navarrete, the bull 
(above) sitting on the hill was in the wrong place – it was on my right instead of 
on my left, but its silhouette was so clear looking directly at it, compared with 
looking at the scaffolding that one sees when walking the other way.  The cross-
es laced on the fence (above) were wrong too, on the left not the right, and 
somehow they don’t seem as prominent when walking towards Logroño rather 
than away from it.  Then there is the reservoir which can be seen, like a peace-
ful oasis, glistening in the sun for such a long time when walking down the hill 
towards Logroño.  When walking the other way, after passing the restaurant on 
its shores, it can only be seen by stopping and looking back.  In this direction the 
views were wonderful, especially as it was a clear sunny day.   
 
In some places the orange arrows were much less prolific compared with the 
yellow ones, and none more so than entering Logroño.  I ended up following the 
yellow arrows in reverse, and then, because I was heading ‘backwards’, I lost 
them.  Instead I followed all the activity into town.  It was fiesta time and the 
party went on long into the small hours.   
 
I enjoyed the company of other pil-
grims for this brief stretch, but it 
changed as soon as we left Logroño.  
From here the path follows, in re-
verse, the Camí de Sant Jaume.  On 
this stretch we met four pilgrims 
headed towards us and onto Santia-
go and only one more pilgrim head-
ed our way, an Englishman.  Brief 
though it was, I enjoyed my short 
stint of ‘walking backwards’, seeing 
the familiar path through new eyes.   
 
Janet Leitch OAM (SA) 

Navarrete  
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View from O Barqueiro 

NORTHERN ADVENTURE 
 
In June 2014, I walked half of the Camino del Norte from 
Irun, Gijón. In June 2015, I returned to Gijón to complete 
my journey to Santiago de Compostela. 
 
I like to walk along the coast whenever possible so from 
Ribadeo, I took a detour and stuck to the coast with my 
aim to reach Ferrol and then follow the Camino Inglés. 
 
From Ribadeo the path followed the coast past the amaz-
ing Playa de las Catedrales. Due to the time  
restrictions, I had to catch some trains and buses to make 
it to Ferrol by the expected date. 
 
As it started to rain, I caught a train to Burela. The next 
day I walked to Celeiro and onto Viveiro, a lovely river 
and beach town. The next day I reached O Vicedo, finish-
ing the day at O Barqueiro, another beautiful coastal 
town. My walk from Ribadeo was a combination of paths 
and roads. I was not able to get any info from the tourist 
offices (all closed). I kept coming across paths that were 
sign posted with ‘Caminos Naturales’. I could never work 
out where the distances were from or to. 
 
I inquired about these signs at the tourist office in Celeiro 
and they had no knowledge of them. I walked and bussed 
for 5 days from Ribadeo to Ferrol and walked many times 
guided by the Camino Naturales. It didn’t seem to be a 
continuous path. Signs would pop up every now and then 
but it was beautiful walking. 
 

I didn’t see a single pilgrim 
for 5 days and I stayed in 
cheap hotels along the way 
as there didn’t appear to 
be any pilgrim accommo-
dation. Camino Naturales 
remains a real mystery... 
like an elusive friend. An 
amazing adventure. 
 
Lyn Twohill (NSW) 
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For further information & to register your interest, email Camino Chaplaincy : 
caminochaplaincy@gmail.com .www.caminochaplaincy.blogspot.com 

Francés

"The Camino journey is deeply personal to everyone who 
makes it, but there is also a value in receiving some direc-
tion. Inspired by spirituality of Saint Ignatius and the 
poems of TS Eliot, I very much look forward to leading 
these two walking retreats in 2017. I hope that, together, 
we can take our experience of the Camino to a deeper 
level".  
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[Photos: Alison Bell] 

HOSPITALERO TRAINING IN AUSTRALIA 
 
I had been on many pilgrimages and 
had long felt the desire to ‘give back’. 
I knew that, one day, I would volunteer 
as a hospitalero but had been strangely 
hesitant to apply. Despite my pilgrim 
experience and extensive research, I 
still felt that I didn’t fully understand 

the role. Cleaning and helping pilgrims prepare for the following stages seemed 
to be straightforward enough but I was beset with lots of “What if…?” type ques-
tions. I was actually bemused by this as, though now retired, my working life had 
been as a teacher-librarian in a secondary school and I felt sure that pilgrims 
would be far more understanding of my perceived shortcomings than students 
would have been. 
 
As is often the case, the Camino decided that it was time and my application to 
the Confraternity of St James (CSJ) for a posting at Refugio Gaucelmo in Rabanal 
was sent well in advance of my desired date of the first two weeks of July 2014. 
Along with an email informing me of the success of my application was the infor-
mation that one of my hospitalero partners was also Australian and, to my sur-
prise, it turned out to be Jenny, a fellow member of the Pilgrims in Sydney 
Camino group. Neither of us had any hospitalero experience: however we were 
rostered to serve with an experienced English hospitalera. 
 
Jenny was going to be able to attend the hospitalero training in London in early 
2014 but I was initially going to be untrained. However, a winter trip to Europe 
was possible and I took the opportunity to go to Spain for hospitalero training 
with Rebekah Scott, an American who lives in Moratinos on the Camino Francés. 
At that time, Rebekah was offering training on behalf of the Spanish organisa-
tion, Hospitaleros Voluntarios, which supplies hospitaleros to many donativo 
albergues. 
 
The months prior to our hospitalero duty gave Jenny and me a chance to get to 
know each other better and to discuss our strengths and weaknesses. This 
proved to be very much to our benefit as the experienced member of our team 
had last-minute family problems and could no longer fulfil her commitment. 
 
Despite the best efforts of the CSJ co-ordinator, we two inexperienced hospital-
eras were going to be on our own. Strangely enough, we were not particularly 
perturbed by this thought. The CSJ provides a very detailed manual which we 
had read a couple of times and this, coupled with our training, left us feeling 
quite well prepared. We met in Astorga and spent the day sightseeing before 
travelling to Rabanal the afternoon before handover day. 
 
Working with the team before us was an excellent introduction into the practical 
elements of being a hospitalero and we were very grateful for the assistance we 
were given on handover day. However, we were keen to take possession of the 
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An interesting way to 

carry one’s stick! 

refuge and happily waved off the outgoing hospitaleros after breakfast the next 
morning. 
 
The refuge had been opening at 12.30pm but we decided to start with a 2pm 
opening until we had settled into a routine. It actually only took a few days be-
fore we were able to have the refuge clean and the washing on the line before 
opening at 12:30pm to welcome the new pilgrims. 
 
On our first 12.30pm opening day, we welcomed Jayne – not a pilgrim but anoth-
er hospitalera come to work with us. Jayne’s duty was originally for the second 
half of July but she wanted an extended experience so she came to work along-
side us as well. Jayne was also inexperienced but by the time she arrived Jenny 
and I felt like old hands and quite capable of initiating Jayne into the hospitale-
ro role. 
 
Having adapted to the routine, Jenny and I were at first a little tentative about 
the idea of having a new hospitalera arrive. Thankfully, our concerns were short
-lived and Jayne was soon a very welcome addition to the team. 
 
Of necessity, you live in close proximity to your hospitalero partner(s) and it can 
be a difficult time if there are personality clashes. The three of us were  
extremely fortunate to have found ourselves in a team of complementary  
individuals. Though we each took responsibility for a particular area of the ref-
uge, we helped each other if we finished our tasks sooner than expected. 
 
We also took turns in receiving pilgrims into the refuge, recording their details 
and showing them to the dormitory. In addition to our native English language, 
Jayne spoke German and between the three of us we had a smattering of Span-
ish, French and Italian. We managed to communicate with the pilgrims using 
basic terminology, gestures and, most importantly, good humour and a smile. 
 
There are a number of 
albergue tasks that 
must be done on a reg-
ular basis. The refuge 
is donativo and the 
donation box is emp-
tied every day and the 
amount received is 
registered. All expens-
es are also registered 
and the balance is 
checked by the incom-
ing hospitalero on 
handover day.

Refugio Gaucelmo at Rabanal del Camino 
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The water temperature is also 
checked on a daily basis as are 
the gas cylinders. These tasks 
were fully explained in the 
manual and the procedure was 
also explained by the outgoing 
hospitaleros on handover day. 
 
The physical work is not hard 
but it can be tedious. The task 
of cleaning toilets, showers, 
floors and making beds every 
day is not particularly satisfying 

in itself; however it is satisfying to show pilgrims into clean, beautifully present-
ed surroundings. Going on pilgrimage can be a life-changing experience and to be 
a part of another’s Camino is both an honour and a humbling experience. 
 
While the practical work had a routine to it, every day brought something differ-
ent. This ranged from tears in the garden during a heartfelt conversation with a 
grieving pilgrim to the laughter at the garbage bag poncho we made for a pilgrim 
who had no wet weather gear. We also consoled, encouraged and assisted many 
a pilgrim who arrived sporting various rashes and blisters.  
 
We enjoyed our community contact and donated our stale bread to one resi-
dent’s chickens and our empty jam jars to another resident. We very gratefully 
accepted fresh fruit and vegetables from local gardens and were invited to lunch 
by one of the other albergue owners and by the monks in the next-door Monas-
terio Benedictino de San Salvador del Monte Irago. 
 
Refugio Gaucelmo has a tradition of serving afternoon tea for pilgrims. Knowing 
this, Jenny had baked and transported from Australia a 2kg fruit cake. This 
proved to be a huge success with the pilgrims (and her fellow hospitaleras) as 
was Jayne’s bread pudding 
made when we had excess sup-
plies. 
 
The CSJ has always been very 
understanding of the difficul-
ties faced by those who wish to 
serve but who are unable to 
attend training because of the 
distance involved. Australians 
have been grateful to be wel-
comed into the hospitalero 
family despite the necessity for 
our generally having to learn 
on the job.  
 

Group work – designing the ideal albergue 

Hospitalero role play – registration practice 
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 I thoroughly enjoyed my experi-

ence at Rabanal but wondered 
how Jenny and I would have 
coped initially if neither of us 
had undertaken training. Going 
through the training process is 
invaluable for changing one’s 
mindset from that of pilgrim to 
that of hospitalero. It also an-
swered many of my “What if…?” 
questions. That we had been 
through that process gave each 
of us the confidence that we 
were up to the task ahead. 
 

As a result of my ponderings, I 
decided to work on behalf of 
other Australians who would like 

to volunteer as hospitaleros but who felt daunted by the prospect of doing so 
without training. With Rebekah’s support, Hospitaleros Voluntarios approved me 
to teach the English version of their training program. This program is also taught 
in Canada, South Africa and the US. As Australian hospitaleros have traditionally 
volunteered through the CSJ, information about Rabanal and Miraz is part of the 
training offered in Australia. 
 
The program includes role play of issues that could possibly arise e.g. treating 
pilgrims who arrive with bedbug bites, assisting pilgrims who arrive when the 
albergue is full and how to communicate when you and a pilgrim have no com-
mon language. Tips for getting along with the local community and with your 
fellow hospitalero(s) are also covered. 
 
The first training session took place in Sydney 
in January 2015 and, since then, it has been 
offered in Perth, Melbourne and Adelaide. Bris-
bane and Blackheath (Blue Mountains, NSW) 
are scheduled for 2017. Australians who wish 
to take part in hospitalero training can register 
their interest using the form on the Contact 
page of our website  
http:// 
www.australianhospitaleros.org/contact.html  
 
Julie-Ann Milne (NSW) 
 
 

Julie-Ann Milne,  
Australian Hospitalero trainer 

Newly trained hospitaleros with Julie-Ann [back 
row, right] and experienced hospitaleros David and 
Jenny [front left] 
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HOSPITALERO TRAINING WEEKEND IN ADELAIDE, SA—NOV 2016  
 
Warm spring sunshine in the beautiful Adelaide Hills, a bunch of 13 keen former 
pilgrims, a table full of fab food, and 2 days to talk about… El Camino!  
 
Could anything be better??  Well, possibly being back in Spain might rate a bit 
higher… but this weekend was the very next best thing.  Not only did we all  
enjoy meeting one another and sharing our own Camino stories, we had the 
pleasure and privilege of learning how to become a volunteer hospitalero in a 
Spanish albergue. Julie-Anne Milne, our teacher and guide for the weekend, led 
us through a comprehensive program of what’s involved in working as a  
hospitalero, and explained how to ap-
ply for a position.  Most importantly, 
we learned that there’s much more to 
the role than we might have thought 
when we were walking the Camino and 
staying in albergues ourselves.   
 
Julie-Anne’s training covered the re-
sponsibilities, the joys, the potential 
challenges, the sheer hard work and 
the long hours that a hospitalero can 
expect to experience during their 2 
weeks in an albergue.  There’s cook-
ing, cleaning, dealing with distressed 
or injured pilgrims, getting along well 
with other volunteers and local Spanish 
people, registration requirements, first 
aid (for body and soul), different  
languages and cultures, welcomes, 
farewells… even bed bugs, dogs and  
donkeys… all to be met, and managed, 
with a smile!  We reflected, discussed, 
debated and role played, gaining great-
er knowledge and understanding in the 
process.  
 
Our weekend finished with a short  
closing ceremony and blessing. And 
now 13 more people are equipped with 
the skills and confidence to give some-
thing special back to the Camino, to 
ensure that future peregrinos can enjoy 
the warmth and magic of a truly  
welcoming albergue.   
 
By a future hospitalero 
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Contributions to the Camino Chronicle always welcome! Send to the Editor at 
bell.alison*optusnet.com.au (replace * with @ to avoid spam).  

DID YOU KNOW…?DID YOU KNOW…?DID YOU KNOW…?DID YOU KNOW…?    
 

…that on Saint James Eve, 24 July, the city of Lleida holds 
its very own pilgrimage of Saint James?  

 
Lleida is on the Cami de Sant Jaume (Catalan for Camino of St James). 

 
Legend has it that Saint James went to Lleida, in Cataluña, to preach. At the 
crossroads of Carrer Major and Carrer Cavallers streets, a thorn became stuck 
in his foot. He was unable to see to remove it because of the night-time dark-
ness. An angel descended from heaven holding a lantern and he was able to 

remove the thorn.  
 

In 1399, at this corner, the small Capella del Peu del Romeu, or Chapel of the 
Pilgrim’s Foot, was built. Inside there is a sculpture which depicts this event. 

The statue (effigy) can easily be seen through the grille. 
 

On St James Eve each year, the sculpture is carried from Esglèsia del Carme 
to the New Cathedral in a lantern-lit procession. The children of the town 

congregate at the Esglèsia and accompany the effigy as it is being processed 
along the streets.  
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A full FOUR DAY fes	val bringing together the Australian community of passionate 

Camino de San	ago pilgrims and prospec	ve pilgrims 

Thursday 23 Feb 2017 - Sunday 26 Feb 2017 
In Blackheath, the highest village in the Blue Mountains, AUSTRALIA. 

 

Friday Highlights 
Pilgrim Dinner – Regular Camino supporters event plus official Festival 

opening.  
Hosted by Blue Mountains Australia Friends of the Camino.  

Saturday Highlights 
Festival Day – talks, presentations, workshops, discussions. Guest speakers, 

debates. Fellowship and sharing. 
EXPO – stalls and other activities centred on pilgrims, pilgrim equipment, 

travel, etc. 
Pilgrim Paella Meal – casual meal starting from 5pm. A sociable evening 

filled with great food and wine, Camino trivia, singing and a show.  
Side events @ the Glenella Event Centre  

All day Cafe Bar. The ‘Albergue experience’ 
Sunday Highlights 

Spanish Cooking classes - including how to make Santiago tart.  
Church services - Sunday morning at the Uniting, Catholic & other places of 

worship. 
Meetups for Camino walking and other hands-on workshops.  

 
Other Activities – Thursday to Friday 

Hospitalero training workshop at Glenella Blue Mountains 
Camino training walk – Faulconbridge-Blackheath (overnight at 

Wentworth Falls) 
 
Required Registrations:  

Festival & Expo   FREE entry, but registration strongly advised.  
Pilgrim Dinner    $30. Pre-booking essential.  
Paella Meal   $30. Pre-booking essential. 
Hospitalero Training  More info – www.australianhospitaleros.org 
Camino walk   More info – www.popupcamino.weebly.com 
Cooking Classes    $15. Pre-booking essential.  

 

Registration & info:    
Facebook:      www.facebook.com/australiancaminofestival 
Accommodation info & links:    www.auscamino.com.au 
 

A celebra	on of all things Camino 
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AusCamino Festival Background & Profile 
Passionate people 

In 2013 Margaret and Rowan Bouttell 
(right) cycled the Camino de Santi-
ago, and were so inspired they de-
cided on a complete change of life 
and moved to Blackheath to start a 
new venture - the SportsBunk-
house. This is a new type of hostel 
in the area modelled on a Camino 
albergue. Together with this they 
bought the heritage listed Glenella 
Guesthouse. 

Tony and Ce Jacques (right) walked the Camino in 
2014 and were immediately caught by the bug. 
They have subsequently returned to Spain to 
complete a further two Caminos. 

 
Blue Mountains Australia Supporters of the Camino 

After fortuitously discovering their shared passions 
for the Camino, Tony, Margaret and Rowan 
started running monthly Camino events in  
Blackheath. These have proven to be extremely 
popular – beyond their wildest dreams – and they have been able to 
draw people and attract numerous guest speakers from as far afield 
as the Central Coast, Orange, Canowindra and distant places. The 
Friday dinners have grown into weekend gatherings and now have an 
emailing list of over 350 people, with 75 people attending the 2016 
year-end dinner. 

In true Camino spirit, many in the group have stepped forward to  
volunteer and help with organisation, cooking, setup and to support 
in other ways. Positive energy abounds. 

 
AusCamino Festival 

With such enthusiasm and support, the team announced plans to ‘go big’ 
and start an annual Camino-themed festival. This event aims to  
attract attendees from all around Australia to come to the Blue 
Mountains which have proven to have so much to offer pilgrims and 
prospective pilgrims.  

Having the Festival in the Blue Mountains promotes the area as a great 
place to visit when training for long-distance walking. There are 
many local accommodation and tourist providers involved and  
actively supportive of the growing ‘Camino community’. Like-minded 
people coming together for the fellowship, to meet, to walk and 
talk and learn all about the Caminos, Spain, the food, the equip-
ment, the walking, etc. All things Camino, all things Spanish. 
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“Feliz Navidad 
 Feliz Navidad 
 Feliz Navidad 
 Prospero Año y Felicidad” 

 

SANGRIA SANGRIA SANGRIA SANGRIA  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      Make some sangria for Christmas! You won’t be disappointed.  
 
     The night before: 

∗ Dice finely 1 lemon, 1 apple, 1 orange 

∗ Cover with brandy (1/2-1 cup… or more!) 

∗ Add 1 cinnamon stick (or ground cinnamon) 

∗ 1 tablespoon of sugar 
 
     At serving time:  

∗ the above marinaded fruit 

∗ Juice 2 oranges and 1 lemon 

∗ 2 cups of red wine 

∗ 1 bottle of ginger ale 

∗ 1 bottle of lemonade 


